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in rearrangement of the clathrin lattice,
and/or may function to signal further steps
in the process. Surprisingly, this read of the
data would provide no evidence for the for-
mation near the substrate of a substantial
dynamin collar around a CP neck, as the
dynamin TIRF signal has declined virtually
to background before significant invagina-
tion of the lattice has occurred. Finally, it is
striking that actin is recruited only after the
CP is substantially invaginated and that the
corresponding TIRF signal decreases with
that of clathrin. This may suggest that both
proteins recede in tandem from the plane of
the PM, implicating actin in an intimate

role in the birth of a coated vesicle. With the
sophisticated work of Merrifield et al., we
can almost see the CP — a specialized col-
lection device in communication with the
environment — transforming into an inter-
nalized transport vesicle.
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At fertilization, the mouse oocyte completes the second meiotic
division and cleaves asymmetrically into a large daughter oocyte
and a small second polar body (PB). By convention, the PB
marks the animal pole of the zygote and the diametrically oppo-
site side is, by default, the vegetal pole. The plane of first cleavage
of the zygote passes through these two poles, as well as the sperm
entry point (SEP) on the surface of the oocyte. The orientation
of this plane impacts significantly on the lineage differentiation
of the blastomeres of the 2-cell embryo and the allocation of
their descendants to the embryonic and abembryonic compart-
ments of the blastocyst (see Figure).

A study by Plusa et al. (Nature Cell Biol. 4, 811–815 (2002))
shows that the ablation of the animal pole, but not the vegetal
pole, causes misalignment of the first cleavage plane so that it no
longer passes through the vegetal pole regularly. However,
removing either the animal or the vegetal pole portion of the
zygote does not affect its ability to form a blastocyst. A more
marked disruption of first cleavage of the zygote is observed
when an extra fragment of the whole animal pole, or only the
cytoplasmic fragment containing the remnant of the second
meiotic spindle (the mid-body), is added to the zygote. The
cleavage plane aligns randomly with one or both animal poles
and cell division is accompanied by aberrant segregation of
chromosomes during mitosis, reluctance of the spindle to move
towards the meiotic mid-body during cytokinesis and conse-
quently arrest of embryonic development. In contrast, the pres-
ence of extra vegetal pole material does not cause any deleterious
effect. Furthermore, a more severe interference with the cleavage
plane is found when the extra animal pole material is located
closer to the pre-existing animal pole. These findings suggest that
some undefined factors in the animal pole cytoplasm are critical
for the orientation of the cleavage plane and that they may func-
tion in a dose- and site-dependent manner.

This new work highlights a previously unrecognized role of
the animal pole in determining the plane of first cleavage. The
attachment of mitotic spindle ends through microtubules to the
animal pole, where the meiotic midbody is localized, implies that
the spindle may be oriented by a dynamic process of capture and
release of the spindle by cytoplasmic materials from previous
rounds of cytokinesis. However, fixation of the spindle to the

animal pole can only position the spindle relative to the ani-
mal–vegetal axis. An additional anchorage activity is required to
rotate the spindle in the equatorial plane, such that cleavage
plane is aligned with the meridian defined by the position of the
SEP (see Figure). Further elucidation of the cascade of molecu-
lar events triggered by the extrusion of the PB and sperm entry
will reveal the effects of polarization of the cytoplasm, distribu-
tion of proteins and re-arrangement of the cytoskeleton on spin-
dle orientation.
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